ITDS Business Consultants becomes part of Redmore Group
Utrecht, 20 December 2018 - Redmore Group, part of House of HR, grows in strength with the arrival
of ITDS Business Consultants. With this addition to the portfolio, the group offers its clients in the
financial services sector a total package in the field of projects, staffing and consultancy. From advice
to implementation.
Leading position in the financial sector
Redmore is a leader in the financial sector, with a turnover of almost one hundred and thirty million
euros and 1,600 highly skilled permanent employees after the acquisition. The group's portfolio
consists of market leaders such as Talent&Pro, the largest seconder within financial services, Triple A
- Risk Finance, an authority in actuarial and risk management, and Profource, specialist in ERP,
Finance and Control.
Strategy Delivery
ITDS Business Consultants is a leading consultancy firm for financial service providers with more than
175 employees in the Netherlands and Poland. For more than twenty years ITDS has been working on
successful strategic projects for the most important Dutch and international insurers, banks and
pension funds. The strengths of ITDS lie in drawing up and/or implementing a strategy. A consultancy
organization, strong in achieving results. ITDS, like the other labels within Redmore Group, will
continue to operate independently.
Integrated advice
The acquisition will enable financial service providers to be offered an integrated advice and
implementation service. This integrated advice consists of consultancy, secondment, digitisation and
risk management, underpinned by an in-depth knowledge of the sector, and relevant laws and
regulations. This makes Redmore the most complete consultancy party for financial service
providers. With the aim of improving the performance of its clients.
Edwin van den Elst, CEO of Redmore: "ITDS fits entirely within the culture of our group in terms of
energy and entrepreneurship, and also complements our services perfectly. We see a strong increase
in the demand for total packages from our clients and with the arrival of ITDS as a consultancy
organisation, we can respond to this even better. At the same time, this growth enables us to offer
our own colleagues a broader career perspective
Arjen de Boer, the new Managing Partner of ITDS is also looking forward to the collaboration: "By
becoming part of the Redmore Group and benefitting from its expertise and strength, we can expand
our services and serve our customers even better. Changing consumer behaviour and new
technology is in turn changing the market, and IT is becoming an increasingly important driver for
innovation. The expertise of ITDS in the field of cost reduction, risk management and digital
transformation fits in seamlessly. With House of HR, as parent company, we can accelerate our
growth objectives in the Netherlands and expand abroad in addition to our successful branch in
Poland".
For our consultants, this offers a unique opportunity to develop and apply their expertise more
broadly, in terms of the total solutions that we can offer together.

About Redmore
Redmore combines the expertise of Profource, Talent&Pro and Triple A - Risk Finance. Together they employ
more than 1,400 specialised professionals, who design and implement solutions in the areas of Risk &
Compliance, financial administration, process improvement and flexibility and project realisation, and take care of
ERP implementations and the staffing of primary and secondary processes at banks and insurers. Redmore
Group has a progressive and enterprising approach to devising and implementing innovative solutions in financial
and business services and government and healthcare institutions. For more information go to Janine Out,
Marketing Communicatie Manager Redmore. Tel: +31 655 38 17 60
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